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As I work with folks across the country in the wake of this ongoing global pandemic, I get
to witness real-time business challenges and emerging opportunities throughout the land.
Even after all the time spent in this industry, this moment is not unlike the things that history
has shown us. It is consistently striking how the relationship between cloud computing and
world events continuously intersect - one event or opportunity interchangeably driving the
other, changing the world or stepping up to challenges. Cloud technologies are among
the hidden channels behind culture, health, and experiences that define and affect the
world we live in today. The future of cloud technologies is therefore essential to
understanding where we go from here, how we rise to occasions, and how we evolve
technology that suits our needs.
In 2020, we witnessed how cloud-borne conferencing helped businesses and classrooms
sustain operations and how web technologies help carry businesses when storefronts had
to shutter. The next year for the cloud will be defined by increased needs for flexibility, to
be able to intelligently react to opportunities and ideas as well as challenges. The cloud
industry delivered when it was needed most, but the stage is set for further maturation and
development in a landscape of consumer and business environments forever changed.
Here is what you can expect to see in 2021.

Prediction 1
An Office Evolved

There is no substitute for in-person interactions
in certain situations, such as brainstorming
sessions, on boarding new employees, or call
center operations.
Businesses will still be learning how to navigate
this hybrid work scenario for months to come.
Among the challenges that are still in the works
is the handling of data. Across a variety of
endpoints and remote work locations,

securing data, access by design,
compliance audit capabilities, and privacy
issues represent just some of the issues
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Prediction 2
Existential Cybersecurity and Compliance
Issues Force Their Way into the Board Room

In one survey, 66% of technology executives
ranked data loss as their biggest concern.
Data privacy and confidentiality ranked a close
second, followed by the accidental exposure of
credentials. Conversely, survey results found that
the adoption of new security tools ranks low.
While concerns are high, the non-action by
executives will only continue to fuel cybercriminals
rendering it an existential threat to business
continuity. Cybercriminals are akin to the pirates
and highway robbers of yesteryears, impeding
commerce. Cybersecurity will continue to rise in
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land. With so many employees, students, and
individuals working remotely, the opportunity
for security chaos is feverishly high.

Prediction 3
Big Tech Breakups

Breakups attract so much more attention when
they are perceived to be sudden or unexpected.
Those that have witnessed this industry however
have seen this movie before. Under increased
scrutiny, the feelings of invincibility of Google,
Amazon, Facebook, Twitter, and others will
quickly become a cry for forgiveness. Big names
are going to change, along with some
consolidation along the way, but the big focus
will shift from just big-tech censorship to the
anti-competitive nature of tech giants where
highly competent startups get rolled up or
bought, only to be shelved and dismantled.

Prediction 4
Code, Code, Code

code-focused principles. Ultimately, the match
between these practices and your ultimate cloud
experience varies by no shortage of factors,
including the capability of your organization,
the evolutionary pace of your core applications,
security factors, analytics, the need for
compliance, and more.
Do not sleep on code; don’t even blink because
the dawn of infrastructure code and managed
services combined are only now hitting the
industry and its challenges. More software than
ever is being pushed right now and the pressure
to accelerate these efforts has only increased
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Prediction 5
Edge and 5G Displacing Some Wi-Fi

The world changed in 2020, and we now have
implications of remote work to deal with, along
with an expansive future of opportunities. More
people are moving out of cities while 5G is
beginning to hit an early stride. Pair that with
Edge computing and things are ripe for
something amazing.
It is early in the game, but there is a real
possibility that in specific corporate scenarios,
5G will replace Wi-Fi. Corporate connections
over privately deployed 5G means continuous
connection as well as simplified and improved
security. Company-owned endpoints can be
more secure, redefining Internet of Things (IoT)
devices and pushing the computing edge further
into new realms. Considering the amount of
remote offices and facilities that consume bare
internet services, once affordable and made
available, the 5G-connected private web will
begin a wave of internet subscription disruptions
in markets across the country.

Prediction 6
CIO²

there is no stopping this critical shift. Enterprise
goals and achievements are contingent on the
success of modern technologies.
These modern technological needs feature an
intense focus on user and employee experiences,
profitability, and 24x7x365 availability that depend
on rapid, flexible technologies in addition to
well-run operations. The CIO leads this charge
with innovation as the technological heart that
drives everything forward.
Remote work, IoT and AI systems, rapid
application development, and global capabilities
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Prediction 7
Better Hybrid Means Better Prepared

If the past year showed us anything it is that
"expect the unexpected" is perhaps the most
important prediction you should follow. Whether
we are talking about disaster recovery, rapid
response and technology iterations, remote
work, or compliant security, the best way to
incorporate an all-points foundation is to
strategize technology and business processes
around a cloud foundation.
Organizations continue to perfect their clouds
this year. At this juncture, advanced companies
have the capability to design around cost, while
leveraging disaster recovery needs, enhanced
security, as well as a complete spectrum of
features across their digital environments.

Prediction 8
Talent Shortages But Talent
Grooming Will Fill the Gap

The pains of operations with a stressed,
overworked, and difficult to find workforce will
begin to make headway in a continued tough
situation. Global business, industry needs,
security issues, and various factors create
increased opportunities and complexities to
master. These gaps will be filled through
groomed talent in a process known as
“upskilling.”
Already, there is a wealth of technological
training materials available online for free or at
an extremely affordable price. With so much of
our work scenarios in a hybrid or completely
remote state, look for continued career growth
opportunities that are made possible through
remote learning and training.

Prepare for
Anything
It is an exciting time to work in the cloud technology field. Cloud computing is well
established as an enterprise platform, but in the face of a changing landscape, escalating
threats and uncertainties, organizations are now seeing how cloud is enabling changes
and opening up opportunities to do things better than ever before.
We will be here, and we will see you next year.

